Handling ARL Numbered Radiograms
ARL Numbered Radiograms are designed to shorten the word count in an NTS message.

ARL FIFTY SIX is a substitute for “Congratulations on your ______, a most worthy and deserved
achievement.” Nine words are shortened to three.



“ARL” is added to the CHECK in the header. Ex: ARL 15.
When voiced, “ARL” is NOT given phonetically in the header or the text.



In the text, the ARL number is always written out; never given as figures. When voiced in the
text, according to the rules, the number of the radiogram is always spelled out phonetically.
However local convention, including the NTTN, is to only spell “fifty” and “sixty” since they
sound alike. By this convention, any of the ---teen numbers would also be spelled out
phonetically.



IF there is a blank in the radiogram, the next word or words after the ARL number are what goes
in the blank.



When the message is delivered, the full text of the numbered radiogram is said.

So when the above message is relayed on the air, it sounds like this: (Prowords in Italics)
“Please copy three two four routine Hotel Xray Golf Whiskey seven Echo Lima India
A R L one three Fairview Oregon February two seven

“John Doe I spell Delta Oscar Echo amateur call Kilo Hotel seven Delta Oscar Echo Portland
Oregon zip figures nine seven two one three phone figures five zero three five five five five five
five five BREAK
“Hi John A R L fifty I spell foxtrot india foxtrot tango yankee six initials alpha romeo romeo
oscar certification initial xray Welcome to the initials Mike Charlie Echo Charlie Charlie team BREAK
“Deb I spell delta echo bravo amateur call Kilo Kilo seven Delta Echo Bravo. End of message.”
The receiving station’s copy should look exactly like the original above.
When the message is delivered to John Doe, it sounds like this:
“(Appropriate greeting and explanation) “HI John. Congratulations on your A R R O
certification, a most worthy and deserved achievement. Welcome to the M C E C C team.
Signed Deb K K 7 D E B” (appropriate sign off.)

